FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
IO Informatics’ Sentient™ Software Validated On Dell Systems Berkeley, California - April 21, 2010 - IO Informatics, Inc. is honored to be a Dell ISV Certified
Partner and to have its Sentient Suite validated as part of Dell‘s ISV Partner Program. This
validation means that Dell’s customers worldwide can be assured that the IO Informatics’
Sentient Suite has been tested and has met Dell standards for integration. In addition,
customers will be able to license IO Informatics’ products through the Dell S&P (Software and
Peripherals) program.
IO Informatics and Dell share a mutual commitment to deliver exceptional value to our
healthcare and life science research customers. Together with IO Informatics, we provide a
turnkey solution that helps customers integrate heterogeneous data to extract knowledge and
solve project management problems, said Scott Jenkins, VP of Solutions Sales for Dell’s
Healthcare & Life Sciences Group. The Dell ISV Partner Program is focused on simplifying the
management of disparate infrastructure platforms, applications and IT services. As an ISV
Certified Partner, IO Informatics provides a seamless integration of IO products on Dell
hardware. Dell has validated this functionality and found that the implementation performs to
Dell standards.
"We are very happy to have achieved this status with Dell, and feel it is a testimony to the strong
value the Sentient Suites offers to Dell’s customers," said Robert Stanley, president and CEO of
IO Informatics. "Health care and Life Science data management and integration are key
initiatives for Dell, and helping customers best integrate, manage and explore their data is our
focus at IO Informatics. Today’s announcement highlights the intersection of these goals to
benefit our mutual customers."
The Sentient Suite integrates its users’ data, applications, databases, and instruments into one
secure, compliant and interoperable environment. Users can now access, query, and use data
from multiple sources regardless of format and location, using Dell hardware and IT
infrastructure. Administrators and end-users can define data-driven informatics applications
without programming. Semantic technology makes it practical to rapidly create and connect
“bottom–up” experimental data networks to “top-down” published knowledge networks. This
technology makes it possible to create and apply knowledge more efficiently and effectively than
was previously possible.
For more information of the Sentient Suite, visit http://io-informatics.com/dell

About IO Informatics
IO is at the forefront of the semantic technology wave. The company provides software and
services for uniquely efficient data integration and transformative knowledge applications in life
sciences, biotechnology, pharmaceutical, and medical environments. For more information visit:
http://www.io-informatics.com.
About Dell
Dell listens to customers and delivers the innovative technology and services customers trust
and value. Dell serves those who serve with next generation infrastructure for healthcare and
life sciences.
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